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Editorial/ comment 

. Eye-for~an-eye violence leads nowhere Dry Bones 

W ith Ariel Sharon approaching his 
fourth month as Israeli prime minister, 

~ . how much has he accomplished? 
That question arises because Sharon promised, 

during the election campaign, to first end the 
Pale~tinian violence that erupted last September. 
Then, he added, he would renew negotiations 
with the Palestinians and bring Israel "peace 
with security". . 

Since Sharon's crushing defeat of the more 
dovish incumbent prime minister, Ehud Barak, 
last February, however, Palestinian violence has 
continued, and to some degree, intensified. 
Palestinian militias have fired mortars into 
Jewish communities in pre-1967 Israel near the 
Gaza Strip, and the kidnapping and vicious ston
ing to death of two young Israeli teenagers in the 
West Bank set a new record for Palestinian bru
tality. 

The Sharon government, however, has also 
become more aggressive, temporarily entering 
Palestinian Authority territory in the Gaza Strip 
for the first time, since the early 1990s, firing 
rockets at a Palestinian police station in Gaza 
City, and "assassinating" Palestinian terrorist 
ringleaders. 

Following last week's bombing in Netanya, 

Palestinian Authority officials didn't even both
er to express their customary statements. of 
regret at the loss of Israeli civilian lives, howev
er insincere those pronouncements might have 
been in the past. And the Sharon government 
responded to that bombing by ordering jet fight
er planes to attack Gaza City's police station. 

It now seems clear that despite Sharon's cam
paign promise to restore calm, trying to accom
plish that by escalating Israeli retaliation against 
Palestiniian violence to teach Arafat a lesson 
isn't working.' 

As for concluding peace with the Palestinians, 
given their rejection of Barak's unprecendently 
generous offers, that's also unlikely, in the fore
seeable future. 

The only solution now may be Barak's pro
posal to relocate all Jewish settlers from the 
interior of the West Bank to existing settlement 
blocs overlooking pre-1967 Israel coastal plain, 
evacuating all settlers from the Gaza Strip and 
confining Palestinian laborers to joint industrial 
parks at the edges of the occupied territories. 

Some of those moves are likely to be fiercely 
opposed by either side. But the sooner that 
separation of populations happens, the better. 
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Jerusalem Arabs concerned about eventual Palestinian takeover 
Social safety net wouldn't be nearly as generous 

T rue peace 
. " . between Israel 

and . the 
Palestinians, includ
mg establishment of 
mutually agreeable 
borders, may still be a 
long, long way off. 

cern of the 160,000 very real. Whereas 
Arabs who live in East there had once been 
Jerusalem, an area whispered muttering 
over which the on the subject, these 
Palestinian Authority days there IS open 
seeks jurisdiction, talk, and several lead-

As a result of the ing personalities have 
Intifada, which has spoken out m their 

INSIDE ISRAEL 
drastically curtailed opposition to a han-
tourism to Jerusalem, dover of East 
many have lost their Jerusalem. 
jobs with hotels, The Cultural 
restaurants and other Institute of the Italian 
facilities in West Then·Jerusalem mayor Teddy Kollek visits Islamic Community, 
Jerusalem. More than YMCA pre-school attended by Jewish, which has been criti-

CARL ALPERT 

But that has not 
eased the serious con-

half of them are said Christian and Muslim Arab children: cal of the Arafat-Ied 
to be living below the Jerusalem Arabs are entitled to the same ben- movement, repeats 
poverty line. But even efits Israeli citizens enjoy. wZPS plIO/a. statements made by 
though not citizens of Israel (the great administration has. East Jerusalemites, 
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majority are Jordanian already made a name tor of the Beit Hanina 
citizens), their status for itself - not only for 
as residents entitles . . d If community center, is 
them to the same Its ma equate we are outspoken. "It's no 

programs, but also for wonder that many are 
priceless benefits its corruption, lack of afraid of the Palestine 
which Israeli citizens justice, absence of Authority," he says. 
enJoy - unemploy- democracy and eco- And a member of the 
ment insurance, health nomic uncertainty. Mt. of Olives Council, 
benefits, generous And so the dilemma Hisham Gol, was not 
grants for families of these 160,000 afraid to concur: "I 
with many children Arabs is the choice prefer Israeli control." 
and social insurance - between loyalty to the Others were similarly 
Bituach Leumi. Palestine national frank when inter-
Thousands are mem- movement, which· viewed by a writer for 
bers of the Histadrut, obviously has their Haaretz. 
with the job and wage sympathy, or consid- With all its advan-
protection that eration of their per- tages, life under Israel 
affords. sonal welfare. Since has not been easy for 

What will happen to both Arab and Jewish Jerusalem's Arabs. 
all these benefits if experts agree that a Municipal servIces 
East Jerusalem should transfer of East have not been up to 
be ceded to Arab con- Jerusalem to the par, but the possible 
trol? They ~J.!",eady Palestine Authority alternative is seen to 
know the answer, would result in a per- be even more dread.:' 
judging 'from condi- sonal catastrophe for ful. 
tions in.Hebron, the' residents there, The Arabs shudder 
Ramallah . and Gaza, leading even to starva- when they realize that 
where Palestinian tion, their problem is under Arafat rule, they 

would have to turn 
their backs on the 
Hadassah Hospital, 
and resort to health 
institutions set up by 
the PA. 

Acc:;ess to the 
Bituach Leumi office 
was for a long time 
halted, when the two 
guards at the entrance 
were killed. The 
Intifada takes its toll, 
and the Arabs them
selves tum out to be 
the chief victims 111 

Jerusalem, as else
where in the territo
ries. 

Old-timers recall 
conditions in the Old 
City before Israel took 
it over in 1967. There 
was no running water 
in 41 per cent of the 
homes. 

Almost 60 per cent 
had no electricity. 
Today, practically all 
have water and elec
tricity. 

The Jordanian 
administration provid
ed no parks, no play· 
grounds, no kinder
gartens. All these con
ditions were rapidly 
improved under 
Israeli rule. But the 
past plays no' role in 
the consideration of 
the younger genera
tion, who are inflamed 

. by Palestinian nation-
alism. . 
(Cont. on page 5. 
See "Carl Alpert".) 
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Comment 

Suppressed IneInory in Poland 
New book documents how non-Jewish residents of Jedwabne massacred nearly all of the town's 1600 Jews under Nazi supervision 

By PHILIP WEISS accusations that one is trafficking in accusations 'p' oles of my gener- of collective guilt. (Yad Vashem has honored 
• ation knew Jews hundreds of Poles who saved Jews, and my own 

..,.. very well, as they parents were hidden by Poles.) 
were living with 3 mil- That many Poles are still steering clear of such 
lion of them in pre-war reflections was made plain during the public 
Poland. Jews partic- debate after the publication of this book in 
ipated sparingly in the Poland. Some people received it without any 
economy, culture, and Above and below: Jews in small Polish towns objections. Some, mostly from the extreme right, 
social life of the new before World War II. From Pictorial His/ory of the rejected it as yet another instance of Jews 
Poland, created after libelling Poles, and accused the author of ingrat-
the First World War. 'Jewish People. itude and writing the book for financial gain 
Some of them were PHILIP WEISS: only_ Even the hero of Solidarity, Lech Walesa, 
rich, and some Poland will have to stated that "this Jew is trying to make money by 
belonged to the middle tell ,its own past to sowing discord between Poles and Jews." 
class,but the majority Historian Tomasz Strembosz of the Lublin 
were poor. the world and its cit- Catholic University published an essay in 

Many Poles always izens, anew. Poland's largest daily, Reespospolita, in which 
had ambiguous feelings about Jews. he wrote that nothing could justify the savagery 

The young Poles born after World War II did of the crimes Jews committed with Soviet 
not know a great deal about the existence of humanity and Poles, some of whom were proba- authorities - that was the context in which to 
Jews, except what was published through the bly Jews. And there was really no need to know understand those events, he wrote. 
communist government and secret police chan- exactly how many. Do we have to stir up the So even the apologies and the public gestures 
nels. unpleasant memOlies? of repentance that surfaced in Polish society 

Under the new communist government, all of Since the immediate postwar decades, much after the publication of the book were mixed 
a sudden, Jews were accused of being too pow- has changed in Poland's approach to its Jewish with the old stereotypes of hate-filled Jews wait-
erful, too influential in politics, academia, arts past. ing to damage the image of Poles - heroes and 
and media. Anti-Semitism was running strong in There is a genuine interest, especially among saviors of Jews during the Nazi occupation. 
the government institutions and Polish society. the young generation, in Jewish culture, religion, Today's Poles have no need to feel they are 

Jaroslaw Anders, a Polish writer living in and Jewish thought. And yet, there still are areas guilty of the sins of their grandfathers. . 
W h' DC I h P r h . d of Polish collective memory in which facts are But now the time for maturity has come. The 

as mgton, .., ana yzes teo IS attltu e politl'cal freedom of democratic Poland demands 
toward J S at that t'me I'n a cent I'SS of Th distorted, hushed up, or simply suppressed . ew 1 re ue' e intellectual freedom as well. Like several other 
N R bl'· he t tes that ot all th slogans With the publication of Neighbors: The ew epu IC, san e ,I' nations, in order to reclaim its own past, Poland 

. ted the w II and t all th 'n Its Destruction OJ The Jewish Community in pam on a s, no e I su will have to admit all of that history to the world 
h Ik d th do f h· . hb th Jedwabne, Poland (Princeton University Press, cae on e ors 0 IS nelg ors were e and its citizens. It is painful, but the only way to 

k f th t I· April, 2001), Jan. T. Gross, a veteran of 1968 wor 0 e secre' po Ice. slay the demons of the tragic past. 
Many people expressed their satisfaction with student demonstrations in Poland, looks into the *** 

the "exposure" of Jews as Zionist agents ruling forbidden past. The writer oFthe above commentary submitted 
. t P I d . Neighbors describes an atrocity committed 60 'J commums 0 an . an article by Neighbors author Jan T. Gross 

H I d· d l' k' d f '1 years ago, which to us, survi vors of the e a so Iscovere a pecu lar 10 0 Sl ence· about the Jedwabne pogrom J'}ublished ill the 
d· h' h h d Holocaust, is well known, but which was a surroun mg everyt mg t at touc e upon March ]2, 2001 New Yorker, and a May 5, 2001 

P I· h J . hit' . II d' th taboo in the Polish .government and Polish soci-o IS - eWls re a lOn, especla y urlng e Globe and Mail review 01' Neighbors, to help 
W Id W II ety for a long time. 'J or ar. document his statements. 

Th b k th b· t . On July 10, 1941, soon after the German inva-ere were no 00 son' e su ~ec ,no serious The New Yorker review notes, among other 
h· . I d' h' sion, 1,600 Jews from Jedwabne, a small town in Istonca stu les, no arc Ives open to things, that Poles firom the town 01' Jedwabne 

h eastern Poland, were dragged from their homes, 'J researc ers. cited alleged Jewish support fior the Soviet 
I h I h b· d . h h humiliated, tortured and then, executed in a vari-n sc 00 s, t e su ~ect was treate Wit aste, invaders as reason fior anger against the local 
. h d h h d· . h' h I ety of ways - with the rest burned alive in the wit out eep, t oroug Iscusslon w IC usua - Jewish townspeople. Gross adds, however; that 

Iy takes place in academic circles. The informa- bam of a local peasant. not all Jews collaborated with the Soviet occu· 
. . . t f P I hi' These bestial acts were an insignificant tlOn gIven m mos cases was 0 0 es e pmgpiers who arrived in 1939, after the Nazis invad-

Jews to hide during the war, despite the fact that episode in the annals of the Holocaust. ed Poland, and that non-Jewish Poles sometimes 
this was punishable by death. But what makes what happened at Jedwabne collaborated with the Soviets, too. 

T . f h I h'ld A h' so important is the fact that it was committed nps 0 sc 00 C I ren to usc Wltz were According to witnessess, about hall' a dozen 
. d biN .. . not by German troops or German SS men, but by :J 

accompame y ectures on aZI cnmes agamst a mob of Polish civilians from that town. The Gestapo men arrived in Jedwabne and met with 

Carl Alpert 
(Cont. from page 4.) 

Several years ago, much attention was given to 
a report that Yossi Beilin had advocated trans
ferring some sections of Israel proper, with large 
Arab population, to Palestinian sovereignty, in 
exchange for Israeli control over the Jewish set
tlements. The result was an explosive and indig- . 
nant reaction from the Israeli Arabs, so vocifer
ous, that Beilin never returned to the subject 
agam. 

The atmosphere in East Jerusalem is gloomy 
these days. The once bustling shops in the alleys 
of the Old City are deserted. The future is uncer
tain. Thousands of Christians, unhappy at the. 
Islamic dominance, have emigrated, but large 
Muslim family growth has kept the population 
steady. While many voice their fears openly, oth- . 
ers are afraid to be labelled as disloyal" to the 
Palestine cause. Many are quietly applying for 
Israeli citizenship, but under present conditions 
not all are approved. 

It is not easy to be an Arab in East Jerusalem 
·,.these days. 

'J: 
The writer lives in Haifa, Israel. 

Jews of Jedwabne, a village not far from town authorities, asking what their "plans" were 
Bialystock, were murdered by their neighbors. for the town s Jews. He says about 50 per cent of 
Those neighbors turned overnight into willing the non-Jewish adult men in the town took part 
executioners. and residents of nearby areas .helped herd the 

Until now, the participation of Poles in this Jews into the bam. Participants in this pogrom 
massacre has been denied, and even the plaque later claimed they were doing so under the 
erected in 1962 blamed the destruction of the supervision of the Gemzans. The Gennans "were 
town's Jewish population on Gestapo and SS the only ones who could decide the fate of the 
troops. With the publication of Neighbors, the Jews," Gross writes in the New Yorker article. 
plaque was removed. "It would have been within their power to stop 

The fact remains that part of the population of the pogrom at any time. (Generally), they did not 
a small Eastern European town murdered 1600 choose to intervene. " 
of its men, women and children in cold blood in In trials of the defendants Polands then-com-
the same way ordinary Germans from the munist government held in 1949 and 1953, 12 of 
Ordnungspolizei Battallion 101 did in 22 Jedwabne men were sentenced to prison for 
Jozefoslaw. from eight to 15 years for helping the "German 

The killers were men of all ages and profes- authorities" capture the Jews, but the prosecu-
tors. claimed the "Gemzans" burned all those 

sions, good citizens who heeded the call of Jews in the bam. One defendant was sentenced 
municipal authorities. to death, but the sentence was never carried out. 

Poland always had powerful political parties A more detailed look at the courtroom testimony, 
that openly preached the hatred of Jews, and the however, reveals that according to several non-
Catholic church in Poland perpetuated anti- Jewish witnesses, Polish civilians massacred the 
Jewish prejudice until recently. The violence Jews, and the Gemzans stood by and watched. 
against ,the Jews was practised harshly, and Only seven Jews survived the Jedwabne 
many times, with impunity. Th b 

And yet the very mention of the term "anti- pogrom. ey were saved y a Iloll-Jewish 
woman who lived in the area. 

Semitism" still provokes indignant denials and -EDITOR 


